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Principal's Corner
We are so proud of our students and their 2nd Nine Weeks
Report Cards. Both of our virtual and in-person students have
done amazingly well with all of the challenges they have faced.
There are some changes and improvements happening to our
campus. New ActivPanels will be installed in every classroom
and the site for our modular building is being prepped for our
new classrooms. This has temporarily reduced the greenspace
our students have for PE.

Students and teachers have been working on our Ellis United campaign with artwork and
creative writing that shows the spirit of family and community we have here at Ellis. We will
showcase those students in the February newsletter.

Thank you for your continued support,

Lisa Kendrick
Principal

School News

Pre-K
In Pre-K, we are learning about fairytales and folktales. We will continue to practice matching
letters with sounds and recognizing and producing rhyming words. In math, we are focusing on
counting to 20, matching 10 objects or less to our numbers with one to one correspondence,
and ordinal numbers like 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. In addition, we are learning about the cultural
celebration of Mardi Gras. We especially like learning about the yummy tradition of king cake!

Kindergarten
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In Kindergarten we’re working on kings and queens and seasons and weather in CKLA
knowledge, blending 2 and 3 syllable words in Skills, and adding to 5 �uently as well as
number bonds for numbers 5-8. This week and next we have also been working on Black
History Month musicians in the K annex well as other activists, and next week we will do
Mardi Gras and Valentine’s Day.

1st Grade
In ELA students will continue to learn new spelling and tricky words as well as continue to
build their �uency skills. Students will also practice writing more and more this month. In
addition, we will dive into a book about rare zoo animals and learn about early world
civilizations and how they shaped the world we live in today. In math, we have been learning
about measurement. The students measured objects with centimeter cubes and paper clips
and determined which objects were longer and shorter. We are now focusing on the role of
place value in the addition and subtraction of numbers to 40.

2nd Grade
Math: In Module 5, students are building upon their mastery of renaming place value units and
extending their work with conceptual understanding of the addition and subtraction algorithms
to numbers within 1,000, with the option of modeling with materials or drawings. Students are
focusing on place value strategies to add and subtract within 1,000, like composing and
decomposing. Students are learning the “make a ten strategy” to make a hundred, mentally
decomposing one addend to make a hundred with the other, for example: 299 + 6 becomes
299 + 1 + 5, and are using compensation to subtract from three-digit numbers. Students are
relating manipulative representations to the algorithm and then transitioning to creating math
drawings in place of the manipulatives. Students are using place value reasoning and
properties of operations to explain their work.
Social Studies: Students are working on Studies Weekly magazines 3, 4, 18 and 19.
In magazine 3, Rules and Responsibility: Students are extending and re�ning their knowledge
of rules and the consequences for breaking them. They are learning that people in authority
have limits on their authority.
Magazine 4, Good Citizens: Students are learning about the qualities of a good citizen and the
bene�ts and/or consequences of ful�lling or not ful�lling their responsibilities. They are
learning that privacy is a right guaranteed by the U.S Constitution.
Magazine 18, Government and Citizenship: The students are learning why people form
governments. They are also learning various ways to become American citizens.
French: We are working on the writing process with our focus on describing ourselves and
others. Through our work, we are also learning about adjective agreement in French. We are
extending our writing knowledge to the stories we are reading and learning to describe the
main idea, problem/solution and characters with details.
Spanish: We are learning about “dieresis”, that's when you write 2 dots at the top of the letter U
to make sure you pronounce it correctly. For example: words like pingüino or cigüeña.
We are also reading the story “Quiero ser pintora”, a story about a girl from Puerto Rico, who
spends her days with her uncle from New York and teaches her all about painting



ELA- In Knowledge, we are learning about the War of 1812 and the events leading up to the war.
The students are also learning about the birth of “The Star Spangled Banner” and how we won
the Battle of New Orleans. Students learned that because cameras were not yet invented,
portraits in the early 1800’s were hand drawn. In Skills, we are learning about singular and
plural nouns, and common and proper nouns. Our reader for this unit is “The Job Hunt” and the
students read and complete discussion questions for each chapter. We will soon begin writing
a persuasive letter working on the writing process.

3rd Grade
3rd graders are “digging” science. Students are learning about extinct plants and animals by
studying fossils. We will also �nd out how ocean fossils can be found in the desert. Students
will make cast molds of pretend fossils.
In math 3rd graders continue to practice strategies to learn multiplication facts. Students were
excited to learn how to use a variable to represent the unknown in a math sentence ( 4 x 7 = n
or 9 x n = 72). We will soon use multiplication to �nd the area of rectangles.

We are really upping our game and becoming polished little authors as we learn how to write
stories with dialogue! We are also becoming experts on the OREO method to express our
opinions! (No oreos are being harmed in the process.)
In Social Studies we are discovering where Louisiana got its name and why so many street
names in New Orleans sound French and that is because of one explorer from France named
Robert LaSalle! We had no idea! We are becoming experts on all things Louisiana just in time
for Mardi Gras!

4th Grade
This month in ELA, the fourth graders have been hard at work researching and reading about
different perspectives during the American Revolution. They have been learning how to read
multiple sources to fully understand the war’s impact on American history. We will begin
researching to conduct a short research project from either the Patriot or Loyalist point of
view to answer the question: Was the Revolutionary War a war of freedom or a war of
treason? Also, students will participate in a scholarly debate about the American Revolution!

In Social Studies, we are �nishing up our unit on the Civil Rights Movement and how it has
impacted our government and its policies and laws. We also had the opportunity to learn
about what it means when a United States president is inaugurated and watched portions of
the Presidential Inauguration live! We will begin our next unit which focuses on the idea of
Manifest Destiny and the U.S. population expanding westward. This unit will also cover the
innovations in transportation that occurred during that time period.
In Science, 4th Grade is �nishing up our Earth Science Unit learning about the natural
resources we use to generate power necessary in our everyday lives to light and heat our
homes, cook our food, get to school, and use our technology. We looked at which of these
natural resources are renewable or nonrenewable and what kinds of effects these different



energy resources have on our environment. Next up, is our big unit on ENERGY! We will begin
by taking what we already know about different energy sources like solar energy or fossil fuel
energy and further investigating how these sources are transformed into electricity and then
transferred into our homes. Ask us all about circuits in just a few weeks!
In Math, students will begin their study of fractions. Students will work with unit fractions as
they explore fraction equivalence and extend their understanding to mixed numbers. This leads
to comparing fractions and mixed numbers and the representation of them in a variety of ways
and models. The use of ‘benchmark fractions’ will play an important role in students ability to
generalize and reason about fractions. Students will have the opportunity to apply what they
know about fractions to real world situations.
In French Immersion, we are reading stories from around the world. To improve our writing
skills, we are studying grammar and conjugation. By the end of this unit, each student will
write a pourquoi tale. We are also working on reading independently and summarising texts. In
Spanish Immersion, we are learning sinónimos in Spanish!!!
The students are loving it since sometimes they realize they knew and understood both words
but they never stop to think that they can have the same meaning in both English and Spanish.

5th & 6th Grade
In 5th grade math, we are working on fractions. Students have learned how to add and subtract
fractions and mixed numbers. In the next module, we will learn how to multiply fractions and
understand the relationship between fractions and decimals.

6th ELA: Students will begin the next unit using the anchor text, The Witch of Blackbird Pond.
Students read literary and informational texts to understand the in�uence of family
expectations and religious values on the development of one’s personal identity. Students
express their understanding of how informational texts in coordination with literary texts
enhance their comprehension of time periods and the theme and setting of the novel.
6th SS: Students are starting the next unit - Civilizations in Africa and Asia: Expanding Trade.
They will explore the role of trade in the advancement of civilization by examining the
development in Asia and Africa. They will also investigate the role of trade in the advancement
of societies and how trade is responsible for the exchange of more than just goods.

In 6th grade math, we are almost done learning about ratios. We have dug deep into how
ratios, rates, and percentages are related. Our next unit will be on rational numbers. Students
will learn about negative numbers and absolute value. They will discover that there are three
more quadrants in the coordinate plane.

6th grade French immersion
the students are learning how to analyze literature texts in French and analyze the plot of the
story and also different characters related to it. The students are able to make an oral
presentation about their own stories. The students practice oral activities and listen to
different
dialogues in French. The students describe different dialogue and communicate to each other
in French.The students studied also Grammatical rules about the conjugation of irregular



verbs. The students are presenting powerpoint presentation about different topics and subject
in French.

7th & 8th Grade
7th ELA/SS
Students as well as teachers continue to adjust to our new learning environment.
Academically, students are demonstrating what they have learned about the meaning and
redemption found through sel�essness and valuing people over material possessions.
Students are also showing their understanding of how writers use stories to teach us these
lessons and how characters’ choices affect the plot and build the theme of a story. In addition,
we are analyzing the political, social, and economic factors that led to U.S. territorial
expansion and relate the theory of Manifest Destiny to westward expansion.

7th Math
In 7th grade math, we are about to extend our skills with proportions and equations to include
percent situations in module 4. Take the opportunity whenever you go shopping to include the
idea of percent- such as discounts, taxes, and tips to make connections from the real-world to
the math classroom. Remember that students need to complete 45 minutes and make
progress in the lessons/tests in i-Ready homework each week.

7th Science
Students are �nishing up learning about the role of water in the Earth's surface, weather, and
climate before moving on to photosynthesis. We will be working on a �nal video project where
they will be researching El Nino and creating a short newscast for different regions within the
United States.
8th ELA
English I students will start Romeo and Juliet. They will read Romeo and Juliet and various
other texts to understand and express their understanding of how the motivations, decisions,
and actions of complex characters propel the action of the story and how patterns/contrasts
in language develop motifs that reveal central ideas. They will also apply their understanding
of the teenage brain to Romeo and Juliet.
8th ELA students will start “Flowers for Algernon” where they will read literary and
informational texts about knowledge and intelligence to understand what happens when
humans try to manipulate the minds of others and how our understanding of intelligence has
evolved over time.
8th Math
In 8th grade math, we are continuing our concepts of solving equations, which now will
include the x and y variables that make connection to the coordinate plane. What makes this a
bit harder is that there are now two equations to be analyzed and solved at the same time
(these are called simultaneous equations or systems). It is really important the students know
their integer rules to be successful. Remember that students need to complete 45 minutes
and make progress in the lessons/ tests in i-Ready homework each week.
8th Social Studies
Students will be moving past the Reconstruction Era of Louisiana history and into Jim Crow
laws to see the lasting effects of racism and Huey P Long to see how a governor can have



lasting effects, good and bad on the state.
6-8 Spanish Immersion-Students will continually be exposed to the Spanish Culture through
authentic texts and videos. Also, they will be working with the ‘Travel’ unit.

French immersion 7th and 8th grade
The students are organizing oral dialogues in French. They are making their own power point
presentation about different French topics .They are describing lots of event in French
language.
They are learning how to analyze literature texts in French and analyze the plot of the story and
also different characters related to it. The students are able to make an oral presentation
about their own stories. The students practice oral activities and listen to different dialogues
in French. The students describe different dialogue and communicate to each other in French.
The students studied also Grammatical rules about the conjugation of irregular verbs They are
studying the conditionnel,the imperfect in French.

Covid-19 and Attendance
The number of people testing positive for Covid-19 is increasing in our community. There has
been a slight increase in the number of staff and students who must be quarantined because
of possible exposure. When teachers are absent, we cover those classes with our own faculty
and staff. Classes are not combined to prevent mixing of static groups. In some cases, we
must use our PE staff to cover classes. When this happens, our PE schedule must be
adjusted. If students must quarantine, they are able to log into their classes through Google
Meet and Google Classroom. If your child is home sick, even if it is not Covid related, he or
she can still log in to class from home. Any student who is physically not at school, is
automatically marked absent and the automated phone call is made to parents. Students who
are quarantined, or out sick, are still marked as an excused absence, even if they are logged
into class remotely. Excused absences do not negatively affect a student’s attendance record.

If your child is showing symptoms of Covid-19, you will be contacted by the school nurse or
the CNA on campus and your child will need to be picked up from school as soon as possible
to be tested. Teachers and bus drivers maintain seating charts for contact tracing should a
student test positive. If it is determined that your child was in close contact with a con�rmed
positive student, your child will need to quarantine. The school nurse will contact you with
next steps.

We are able to determine if students should be quarantine based on seating charts maintained
by classroom teachers, bus drivers and child care. If your child is deemed to be closer than 6
feet for more than 15 minutes to a con�rmed positive person, your child will need to be
quarantined. This does not mean siblings are automatically quarantined.

If you haven’t already, please become familiar with logging into your child’s Google Classroom.
If you need any assistance, please contact our Librarian, Ms. Rita Hemstreet.



Awards

1st Grade Awards
A Honor Roll
Kennedi Adams, Dario Arreaga-Carbajal, Caeson Aschenbrenner, To'nia Brown, William Cecena,
Jesse Florane, Bryanna Guerra, Cairo Johnson, Amiya Jones, Maylin Mairena, Genevieve
Maloan, Jameson Martin, Yersy Martinez, Valentin Perez de Corcho, Alexa Peralta Molina,
Judah Shelton, Bryan Vazhapilly, Zachary Wright, Alexis Zito
AB Honor Roll
Major Bowman, Brianna Gutierrez, Edith Juarez, Kairos Miranda, Nathanlin Morales, Emerson
Morel, Santana Morgan, Zahra Nasir, Kobie Nguyen, Kevin Ramirez, Delvis Reyes Mejia,
Corlasia Ringo, Stephanie Rios, Jose Sanchez Guerrero, Mateo Villalobos, Milaan White, Sarah
Zapalowski, Jessica Zhang, Jessie Zhang
ABC Honor Roll
Grayson Bech, Carlos, Guerrero, Amari Johnson, Phoenix Labranche, Rebecca Lein, Gabriel
Norman, Scarlett Tuchman, Miah Vaughan, Brynley Vickery, Joshua Yoo
Good Citizenship
Amiya JOnes, Zahra Nasir, Corlasia Ringo, Cristopher Videa, Mateo Villalobos, Zachary Wright,
Alexis Zito
BUG - Bringing Up Grades
Major Bowman, To'nia Brown, William Cecena, Jesse Florane, Carlos Guerrero, Cairo Johnson,
Amiya Jones, Phoenix Labranche, Maylin Mairena, Genevieve Maloan, Jameson Martin, Yersy
Martinez, Kairos Miranda, Emerson Morel, Santana Morgan, Zahra Nasir, Stephanie Rios,
Donovan Rochez, Mateo Villalobos, Sarah Zapalowski, Alexis Zito, Jessica Zhang, Jessie
Zhang

2nd Grade Awards
A Honor Roll
Lucy Blanchard, Liam Comeaux, Ayla Ellington, Eve Fitzgerald, Nathan Landry, Isabella Arriaza
Martinez, Damario Moore, Giuliana Paz, Liliana Shamas, Tehya Williams
AB Honor Roll
Peyton Alexis, Dane Balukonis, Cora Crockett, Anniston Dominach, Audrey Franks, Parker
Gauthreaux, Molly Gomez, Deron Hitchens, Jacob Hooper, Leia Macclellan, Zoya Majid, Ian
Manzella, Max Morris, Tanner Orr, Zane Perez de Corcho, Michael Sens
ABC Honor Roll
Kenndall Ayala, Lauryn Benton, Kylie Fernandez, Gemma Fore, Paislee Garrison, Chance Hebert,
Jade Kinnard, Sandi Lemus, Sophia Marroquin, Jailac Paredes, Michael Reyes, Harper Rolls,
Christa Ruiz, Sean Sens, Clover St. Onge
Good Citizenship
Aliyah Bolint, Cora Crockett, Ayla Ellington, Emely Garcia, Jade Kinnard, Max Morris
BUG - Bringing Up Grades



Peyton Alexis, Jonathan Alvarado, Dane Balukonis, Lucy Blanchard, Aliyah Bolint, Estevao
Campos, Ayla Ellington, Eve Fitzgerald, Gemma Fore, Audrey Franks, Anali Gallegos, Emely
Garcia, Paislee Garrison, Molly Gomez, Chance Hebert, Adelaide He�in, Deron Hitchens, Jacob
Hooper, Jade Kinnard, Nathan Landry, Sandi Lemus, Leia Macclellan, Zoya Majid, Isabella
Arriaza Martinez, Max Morris, Tanner Orr, Jailac Paredes, Giuliana Paz, Zane Perez de Corcho,
Anel Ramirez, Julia Rocha, Harper Rolls, Sean Sens, Clover St. Onge, Isabella Wilson, Brian Wu

3rd Grade Awards
A Honor Roll
Matteo Guerrero, Barbara Woodall, Cecilia Li
AB Honor Roll
Joshua Caceres, Nedzla Dervic, Hala Hachem, Angeles Lozoya, Gabby Nguyen, Yenifer Erazo,
Estrella Vasquez, Abigale Montoya, Zlata Terokhina, Aaron Vazhapilly, Diya Mallipeddi, Daney
Bibbins, Sha'Niya Brown, Tristan Hebert, Jordan Korcan, Lydia Lodrigues, Tristan Shiell
ABC Honor Roll
Bryan Briones, Alexander Crochet, Mallorie Crumb, Rustin Crump, Peyton Eloie, Ulises Pavon,
Dulce Alvarado, Timothy Bui, Sy'Ri Campbell, Emely Martinez, Joseph Treminio, Carlos Pineda,
Skylar Rogers, Skylar Rose Singleton, Dax Huddleson, Laila Jenkins
Good Citizenship
Joshua Caceres, Angeles Lozoya, Estrella Vasquez, Ulises Pavon, Jordan Korcan, Laila
Jenkins
BUG - Bringing Up Grades
Barbara Woodall, Cecilia Li, Joshua Caceres, Nedzla Dervic, Hala Hachem, Angeles Lozoya,
Gabby Nguyen, Abigale Montoya, Bryan Briones, Alexander Crochet, Rustin Crump, Peyton
Eloie, Ulises Pavon, Dulce Alvarado, Timothy Bui, Sy'Ri Campbell, Emely Martinez, Joseph
Treminio, Carlos Pineda, Skylar Rogers, Skylar Rose Singleton, Taureayuna Scott-Stone, Mayra
Guerra, Aaron Tuchman, Noah Dove, Cristopher Pineda, Jonathan George, Roman Sanchez,
Isabella Ramirez

4th Grade Awards
A Honor Roll
Matias Ferrebus, Alexis Graham, Noah Hynes, Geordan Rogers, Liam Zuniga, Shyla Rountree
AB Honor Roll
Abigail Camenzuli, Jacob Cecena, Victoria Fuentes, Gelcer Galdamez, Dariel Guerrero, Bailee
Gul, Gummaw Hpakawn, Abigail Jones, D.J. King, Harlan Labranche, Kiana Martinez, Sebastian
McGlamery, Nico Miranda, Mason Resendez, Alyssa Romero, Mia Romero, Johnathan Clark
Alyssa Maestas, Teagan Orr, Alana Pendleton, Skyler Smith, Diego Sotomayor
ABC Honor Roll
Londyn Ayala, Cairon Berry, Harper Burch, Edyson Castro-Duarte, Yanuel Cerda, Ana Da Silva,
Connor Evans, Denissa Ferrera-Martinez, John Forte, Akeem Frank, Katherine Gallegos, Lillian
Hughes, Jacqueline Lopez, Quinn Mattei, Gia Morales, Nathan Morel, Kaden Munch, Dorian
Murphy-Valle, Samiha Nasir, Scarlett Rojas, Alana Watson, Alayah West
Good Citizenship



Alexis Graham, Noah Hynes, Lizbeth Mairena, Mason Resendez, Alana Pendleton, Alyssa
Maestas, Bryant Contreras-Zavala, Londyn Ayala
BUG - Bringing Up Grades
Cairon Berry, Harper Burch, Edyson Castro Duarte, Ana Da Silva, Denissa Ferrera-Martinez,
Akeem Frank, Victoria Fuentes, Gelcer Galdamez, Emily Flores Giron, Katherine Gallegos,
Dariel Guerrero, Rylee Higgins, Jacklyn Lopez, Lizbeth Mairena, Kiana Martinez, Quinn Mattei,
Sebastian McGlamery, Kaden Munch, Samiha Nasir, Haley Probst, Geordan Rogers, Scarlett
Rojas, Alayah West, Liam Zuniga

5th & 6th grade awards
A Honor Roll
Kacie Hardy, Stella Palacios, RJ Patterson, Gwenna St. Onge, Nicolas Romero, Cara Do,
Kynnedi Morris, Marbella Torres-Sifuentes
AB Honor Roll
Elora Balukonis, Aiden Bleker, Luke Bosworth, Sophia Rosa-Gomez, Bryant Harris, Jayden
James, Felipe Medina, Emanuel Rivera, Oscar Bardales, Odiri Eyemaro, Immanuel Franco,
Claire Franks, Obed Lobo, Ryan Martinez, Sophia Morris, Ian Petit, Maliyah Robichaux, Mark
Caliste, Skylar Campuzano, Hannah Cromer, Sophia Cusimano, Nikolai Franks, Michelle Guo,
Heidi Hollis, Allison Rodas, Ryan Enna, Ariella Galvan, Bailey Luu, David Monnerjahn, Mason
Munch, Judah Thigpen, Santiago Turcios-Chavero, Edwardnique Curtis, Gabriel Fournier
ABC Honor Roll
Skylar Romero, Amelia Smith, Koi Williams, Aliyah Smith, Kennedi Arana, Bailey Finney, Emani
Francis, Daniel Gonzales, Nicholas Johnson, Tai'Lor Jones, Marcello Luz, Colter Ridlespurge,
Jacob Sartalamacchia, Domanick Tejeda, Tatyanna Tejeda, Robinay Ulmer, London Williams,
Nikita Williamson, Adrian Blanco-Quispe, Chase Carter, Kennedy Jackson, Gunveer Kaur, Evan
Morel, Emily Rueda-Cantarero, Andrea Silva, Andrii Terokhin, Abdullah Al Ali, Preston
Dominach, Charles Drezek, Julie Lopez, Elio Reyes Turcios, Riley Schmitt, Tyren Traxler, Silas
Thigpen
Good Citizenship
Stella Palacios, Skyler Romero, Jayden James, Aliyah Smith,Cara Do, Ian Petit
BUG - Bringing Up Grades
Skylee White, Felipe Medina, Aliyah Smith, Jaden Scott, Kennedi Arana, Oscar Bardales, Zion
Barrow, Ethan Barton, Edwardnique Curtis, Odiri Eyemaro, Emani Francis, Immanuel Franco,
Claire Franks, Daniel Gonzales, Obed Lobo, Marcello Luz, Ryan Martinez, Sophia Morris, Ian
Petit, Colter Ridlespurge, Maliyah Robichaux, Isabell Rosa-Gomez, Gabriel Fournier,Jacob
Sartalamacchia, Domanick Tejeda, Tatyanna Tejeda, Robinay Ulmer, Nikita Williamson, James
Alvarado-Lara, Allisson Andrade-Caballero, Mark Caliste, Heidi Hollis, Allison Rodas, Emily
Rueda-Cantarero, Samantha Avila, Ramzy Black, Preston Dominach, Jonathan Eloie, Ariella
Galvan, Davide Monnerjahn, Mason Munch, Morgan Nixon, Elio Reyes Turcios, Kainoa
Sanchez-Neves, Riley Schmitt, Cherisse Simmons, Kentrell Smith, Judah Thigpen, Tyren Traxler,
Santiago Turcios-Chavero, Silas Thigpen, Edgar Rios

7th & 8th Grade Awards



A Honor Roll
Anaya Coleman, Adriana Jauregui, Wolfgang Labranche
AB Honor Roll
Isabelle Camenzuli, Kiara Carbajal, Jesus Contreras-Zavala, Jacob Dantin, Jaleeyah Frierson,
Kevin Guo, Keila Hernandez, Isabella Holt, Nadia Jenkins, Tristan Letellier, Allison Rodriguez,
David Stevenson, Yader Vilchez, Jay Williams, Jordan Williams, Kaitlynn Landry, Heather Kaska,
Thomas Kaska, Aiden Titus
ABC Honor Roll
Josue Alas-Clemente, Aldo Cardona, Amayah Cooks, Troy Crump, Bryan Diaz-Robles, Aaron
Flota, David Poupart, Juriel Rodriguez, Isabella Romero, Sam Soignet, Bricen Warner, Manuel
Contreras-Zavala, Daniella Dimaria, Caleb Kingston, Alliz Briceno, Alanie Crowder, Milton
Eskinde, Emily Hall, Blake Hooper, Brooklyn Kaska, Dylan Mejia, Daytona Von Wolff
Good Citizenship
Kiara Carbajal, Jacob Dantin, Jordan Williams
BUG - Bringing Up Grades
Jose Alas-Clemente, To'Nyra Brown, Sean Alexander, Kiara Carbajal, Aldo Cardona, Anaya
Coleman, Jesus Contreras-Zavala, Amayah Cooks, Troy Crump, Jacob Dantin, Byran Diaz-
Robles, Stephanie Fernandes Daniels, Aaron Flota, Caleb Fogarty, Dylan Nelson, Anthony,
Petrarca, David Poupart, Allison Rodriguez, Jurem Rodriguez, Juriel Rodriguez, Isabella
Romero, Sam Soignet, David Stevenson, Jhoan Veloz Medrano, Brandon Villalba, Bricen
Warner, A'Mya White, Jamarri Williams, Jay Williams, Jordan Williams, Kian Williams, James
Burnett, Manuel Contreras-Zavala, Daniella Dimaria, Tyler Luu, Alliz Briceno, Milton Eskinde,
Emily Hall, Blake Hooper, Lance Hughes, Brooklyn Kaska, Heather Kaska, Thomas Kaska,
Dylan Mejia, Chelsie Ramirez, Aileen Rivera, Aiden Titus

Attendance
Students must attend all virtual classes for the duration of the class. A record of when
students log in and out of virtual classes is kept daily. If a student is marked absent from a
virtual class, parents will receive an automated phone call. Sometimes the recording will say
that a student is absent in the afternoon from a virtual class. This occurs when the class is
scheduled later in the day on the original schedule. Students who miss 4 or more unexcused
days may be referred to FINS. Please contact the school if you know your child will be absent.

Car Rider-Morning Arrival
The car rider line is open from 7:30-8:00 on Elmeer Ave. The process of taking temperatures
and asking Covid-19 survey questions sometimes takes longer than expected. All car riders
must be in the car rider line by 8:00 in order to not be counted as tardy. Morning duty
personnel will notify parents who arrive in the line after 8:00 am that they must drop their child
off at the front o�ce to be checked in as tardy.
Many cars are arriving between 7:55-8:00 am. This is causing students to arrive at their
classrooms after daily announcements and morning procedures have started. Please consider
dropping your child off earlier if possible. This gives students time to enjoy their breakfast,
have some socialization with their classmates �nish any homework or have time to study



Reminders

Ellis Uniform PolicyEllis Uniform Policy

MyPaymentsPlus Meal AccountMyPaymentsPlus Meal Account

Coming to class tardy can have a negative impact on the rest of the day for some students.
Excessive tardiness can result in a referral to FINS.

Car Rider-Dismissal
With the new dismissal time, car rider will start at 3:20 and end at 3:40. If you are sending
some one else to pick up your child from car rider, the school-issued car tag must be
displayed in the windshield. All cars should enter the line from Bonnabel Blvd and not turn into
the line from any cross streets. Drivers should follow all tra�c laws and regulations,
especially blocking residents' driveways. Once on campus, please put your car in park and do
not use your cell phone. Student safety is our number one priority.

Uniform Policy
Students in PreK-8th grade are required to wear a mask at all times, including on the bus to
and from school. Masks can be any color or design, but may not contain writing, messaging or
inappropriate images. Administration will determine if a masks is distracting. Parents are
encourage to send extra masks to school and to keep in the student's school bag. The full
uniform policy can be found on the Ellis website. All shirts must have the Ellis logo.
Sweatshirts worn in the classroom may not have any writing and should be solid navy, blue or
green.

https://www.jpschools.org/Page/2123
http://email.mypaymentsplus.com/ls/click?upn=FXafJPYWAIBRu81CKzKc0tRD2UIa8hEMl7etyqmkDM3enNzOpOQXnSvMnJHKoZnnFdUujrkOtG6-2BLbtqhAW8yeTqECQ9OTUwUjL4QZHhB6iK6eDO56LAt3muNQg0Dr9WiQm1-2BLOeMsUp1iAQaHoSIg-3D-3D14ZA_MaTivY51W8BZwfG-2BOZ4M5QuWLHh8T25j2kqUiEWSLD86xubt-2FVloA8Y6qQA5C55JDzbcY5rNu8cIzHNLsCKMMFeUUawg8pkouDSiZpN9F9WSveS-2BkzpTpxMdLhtJX-2FlVSQfNTTnUclPT6oHmN5bRHX8M-2BdfV-2BdRhNci3KHz1FtWoRtayEtmFTl194mJsyvwmhUMlYoTIXEUB9-2BFjNREhF9H74xEONG-2BUkb8XYq-2BiHLo-3D


Facebook

Contact us

801 Brockenbraugh Court, Met… Lisa.Kendrick@jpschools.org

504.833.7254 ellis.jpschools.org/

http://www.facebook.com/jcelliselementary/
https://s.smore.com/u/bd394c0d7237236ffd8835e7f385ad39.png
http://maps.google.com/maps?daddr=801%20Brockenbraugh%20Court%2C%20Metairie%2C%20LA%2C%20USA&hl=en
mailto:Lisa.Kendrick@jpschools.org
tel:504.833.7254
http://ellis.jpschools.org/

